Examination rules
Senior External Examination

You must:

• comply with supervisors’ directions
• enter the examination room only when told to do so
• turn off mobile phones before entering the examination room
• take only QCAA-approved equipment into the examination room
• sit at the desk provided for you
• put your personal belongings (bags, mobile phones, unauthorised books, etc.) where directed by the supervisor
• follow the directions given on examination materials
• raise your hand if you need to speak to a supervisor
• ensure that your conduct is appropriate. Examples of misconduct include:
  – deliberately creating a disturbance that disrupts other candidates
  – unauthorised writing during perusal time or after the examination has finished.

You must not:

• talk to or communicate in any way with other candidates after you have entered the examination room
• ask a supervisor to explain or interpret a question
• give material or equipment to other candidates
• remove any response books/sheets from an examination room
• cheat, which includes:
  – gaining prior access to examination content
  – bringing unauthorised material and/or equipment into the examination room
  – copying from another candidate
  – impersonation.

If you break any of the examination rules, the QCAA may cancel your results.